New for Fall 2013

Fall BEDS Staff:

**Added:**

1. **Activities/Athletic Directors** – Individuals holding an initial administrative license who are working under an administrative contract may use this experience to qualify for a standard administrative license. The position code is 550 (Administrator – Other) and the new assignment code is 40015 (Activities/Athletics).

2. **School Administration Managers** – Districts that have incorporated the concept of SAM’s into their administrative structure will identify these individuals with a position code of 550 (Administrator – Other) and an assignment code of 40020 (School Administration Manager). Use this coding structure for those individuals who have an initial administrative license and want the SAM work experience to quality for standard administrative licensure.

   For those School Administration Managers who are not on an administrative licensure track, use 650 (School Administration Manager) position code and 50050 (School Administration Manager) for the assignment code.

3. **New Non-licensed Positions Numbers** – Food Service Director (163), Transportation Director (167), Operations and Maintenance Director (168)

4. **New Shared Indicator has been added - Shared with other Governmental Subdivisions** – This new shared indicator has been added to show sharing arrangements districts may have with city, county or other governmental subdivisions. This has been added to help determine FTE for purposes of operational sharing supplementary weighting, but can be used if the district is sharing with these entities and are not requesting supplementary weighting.

5. **New question has been added to the Certification page.** The statement, “If your district qualifies for operational sharing supplementary weighting, would you like to receive it?” will be added to the certification page. All districts will be required to answer this question regardless of whether they qualify for the funding or not. DE will test the FTE to determine who qualifies, then will compare that list to the list of districts that indicated they would like to receive the funding.
Communication will be sent to those districts that indicated “yes” to let them know whether or not they qualify. Districts must be certified by the Certification date so analysis can be finished, districts notified and any necessary changes made 4 weeks prior to the SBRC meeting in December.

Fall BEDS:

Added:

1. Child Care Program data will be collected in the fall as well as in the spring. Data are to be submitted for Child Care programs specifically intended to serve infants and toddlers, preschool-aged children and children in before and after school programs. The fall form is identical to the form used for Spring BEDS. The “count date” for all programs is October 1st.

Removed:

1. Competent Private Instruction Form